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What is the turing test for AI?

What are the limitations of expert system?

What is "Horn clauses" in AI?

What is Agents?

What are different typftS of Blind Search? Explain.

Explain Plateaux.

What is Context-free Grammer?

What is LISP, WAP in LISP to append a list?

Perform resolution on the set of clauses.

A:PVQVR

B:=-PVR

C:=-Q

D:=-R

What is Fuzzy Set?

Where CD (Conceptual Dependency) used in AI?

What are Research Areas in NLP?

Define Artificial Intelligence as a Science? How it was introduced?

Explain Production System. What is meaning of f(n), gIn), h(n)?

What is heuristic function? Explain hill climbing problem.
OR

Differentiate between conventional programming and AI programming.

Solve the problem for finding shortest path' from A to Z using A* algorithm.
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Where Breadth first search is better than Best first Search? Explain with the help of

example. (2.5)

Why Game playing is part of AI? (3)

Design Semantic Networks and frames for the banking system. (6)

How to interpret the frames in Knowledge Representation? (3.5)
OR

Explain Alpha-Beta cutoff in Min-Max Algo with the help of an example. (6)

Consider the following statement:- (6.5)

"Mary likes all kinds of food. Pizza is a kind of food. Apple is a food. Anything

anyone eats is a food. John does not eat chicken. Ana eats everything Mary eats."

Convert these statements into predicate logic. Answer questions given below using

Resolution Algorithm.

(i)What food does Ana eat? (ii) Is Mary like chicken? (iii)Pizza is liked by Mary or not?

Q4 (a) Differentiate between deterministic versus non-deterministic Parsers. (4)

(b) Define Fuzzy inference. What are the main steps in fuzzy inference process? (8.5)
OR

(a) What is NLP? Explain Pragmatic Processing. (5)

(b) How does a rule-based expert system propagate uncertainties? (7.5)

Q5 (a) Draw and explain the architecture diagram of Rule-based expert system. (6)

(b) What is learning in AI? (4)

(c) Where forward chaining is better than backward chaining? (2.5)
OR

(a) What are the fundamental characteristics of Expert system and why we need an'

expert system? (4.5)

(b) What are the difference between expert system and artificial neural networks? (5)

(c) "Robotics is a branch of AI". Comment. (3)
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